dreaming bella
A celebration of Bellarine
painters & photographers
Lon Retreat, Point Lonsdale
28/8 - 26/9 2021

Dreaming Bella presents works by seven painters & photographers
from across the Bellarine Peninsula who have all connected to
their surrounds and our beautiful local spaces. All seven artists
have nominated a charity that speaks to them and all commissions
from each artwork sale in this exhibition will be donated by Lon
on the Artist’s behalf.

amy
gibbs
Amy Gibbs is an artist and designer residing in the beautiful coastal town of
Point Lonsdale. With a focus on bright colours paired back with soft pastel
hues, Amy paints a wide array of flora, particularly those of native species.
Constantly inspired by the beauty around her, Amy takes advantage of
daily strolls around her picturesque town by often bringing home various
plant cuttings and taking copious amounts of photos.
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MS Australia
www.msaustralia.org.au
“A close friend of mine was recently diagnosed with this disease; being only
in her mid-twenties, I hope that with continued funding and research, she
can live a long, happy and healthy life and we can share many
more memories together.”

nikole
ramsay
Photographer Nikole Ramsay, spent much of her childhood on the beaches
of Point Lonsdale. After finishing school and completing a BA degree in
photography at RMIT she ventured overseas and carved out a successful,
commercial photography career in London. Ten years ago, she returned to
the Bellarine Peninsula with her family.
Nikole is well known for shooting architectural, coastal homes & interiors
for some of Australia’s leading lifestyle magazines, as well as shooting commercial campaign photography.

“The Wild in You” - A coastal
seascape of waves crashing in
winter
1 x Photographic Print Limited Edition (1/5)
35x35 inch finished frame size (30x30inch print)
$2450

Nikole has a deep love of the ocean, enjoys cold water swimming and
immerses herself in her coastal home by being present in nature at least
once every day. She is inspired by the tides, the cycle of the moon and the
beautiful weather that graces the coast throughout the seasons.
BCYF - Barwon Child Youth & Family www.bcyf.org.au
“The reason I have chosen BCYF as my charity is that they do wonderful
work in providing care for the most vulnerable children in our communities
and that is something I whole heartedly support!”

david
beaumont
As a painter I am interested in a sensory interpretation of the Australia
landscape. I would spend a great deal of time, whether it be in the outback
or by the ocean quietly observing, watching the shifting light, the influence
of weather, the overall terrain and in particular my response to those
experiences, Back in the studio these experiences begin to find their way
into a painting.
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The references are often abstracted but endeavor to maintain the fabric
of the experience; if you like a kind of truth in what has been observed and
felt. The usual suspects of colour, pictorial space, surface and composition
are a constant, haunting companion.
Beyond Blue
www.beyondblue.org.au
“I just sense that during the Covid lockdowns many people have struggled
with the isolation and being disconnected from friends, family, work etc…
Many people have begun to question the purpose of how they have been
living- in part perhaps explaining the large numbers of people seeking a
sea or tree change. The work Beyond Blue does is important in assisting
individuals to remain connected, whole and balanced.”

nish
paranavitana
Nish has had a passion for photography since his teenage years, but it took
him many years before turning his love of photography into a profession.
While he now works as a commercial photographer, Nish has always been
drawn to photographing water and in particular the ocean. Always wanting
to live by the sea, he moved to Barwon Heads 5 years ago with his wife
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hometown of Barwon Heads, on the Bellarine Peninsula.
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and 2 daughters.
Headspace

Afternoon Delight
Lighthouse
40 x 50cm $460

Baby Billy Goat’s Bluff

Hook Line & Sinker 1

Hook Line & Sinker 2

45.5 x 45.5cm $460

20 x 20cm $320

20 x 20cm $320

clare
o’donoghue
Clare O’Donoghue has lived in Ocean Grove & along the coast all her life
. She has raised her 4 children here. .After falling in love with art at a very
early age she continued art thru out all schooling & continued creating
works whilist working in skin care & fashion after school .It was during this
time she started working for interior designers & stylists leading her to

Hook Line & Sinker 3

Keep An Eye On It

Mini Drunken Sailor

20 x 20cm $320

45.5 x 45.5cm $460

20 x 20cm $320

Little Drunken Sailor 1

working as a full time artist for over 20 years now .

30 x 40cm $430

She works with retail stores & individual clients in their home offering the
perfect marriage of custom made artwork to suit their space .Her work is
varied from abstract to landscapes .Majority of her works are mixed media
consisting of acrylic , oils , pastels , metallic , pencil & inks. Her ultimate
aim always remains the same to evoke joy & a sense of fun in her work .
Dolly’s Dream

Little Drunken Sailor 2

Little Drunken Sailor 3

Riptide

Front Beach Rockpools

30 x 40cm $430

30 x 40cm $430

30cm x 40cm $430

30 x 40cm $430

www.dollysdream.org.au
“A story all too familiar & too close to home. Having 3 daughters it’s heart
breaking when all we ever want is happy kids to grow into happy adults, live
the most beautiful life they can surrounded by divine friends & family.”

Ruby’s Spot

The Drunken Sailor

30 x 40cm $430

1m x 1.2m $1895

jane
flowers
Jane Flowers’ contemporary landscapes and seascapes incorporate a sense of graphic
design and judicious use of colour and texture. She loves to travel around Australia,
especially the wilder parts, to collect inspiration for her work. These subsequent paintings
capture the essence of time and place in particular beautiful environments that touch a
nerve with a wide range of audiences and appeal to collectors of her artworks.

Silver Lining
Acrylic oil and silver metal leaf on
canvas.
What else is a painting, but a
window? Tim Winton, ‘Land’s End’.
Silver Lining. Noun: a sign of
hope in an unfortunate or gloomy
situation; a bright prospect:
Every cloud has a silver lining.
Dictionary.com
A visit to Lon inspires thoughts of
heaven and earth, of being close to
an endless sky, staring at passing

clouds with solid ground beneath
your feet. It brings us back to nature
and back to our true selves.
I have been working with silver leaf
for some years and when I visited
Lon to see the space I would be
exhibiting in for this show I brought
in a 46 cm square small study called
‘Moonlight’.
I loved how it interacted with the
interior space – these silver leaf
works change in various light and
take on nuances of colour from
their immediate environment. They
are also extremely meditative. They
provide a window to the outside.

They reflect what is going on and
transmute it.
So I worked up a large version. To
me it represents the light and space
and lightness and timelessness
that are abundant at Lon. It also
represents hope - a ray of light in
these rather bleak times.
In a subtle way it will bring the
outside in – taking on the colours
of what is passing in front of it
and change with different light, as
clouds constantly change.
80 x 200cm
$4500

She continues to push the boundaries of her art by exploring other artistic styles that
interest her including combining alternative techniques like gold and silver leaf with oils.
And experimenting with earthy rust and verdigris paint. Known for her inland reds and ocean
blues, Jane has more recently become preoccupied with capturing the monochromatic
effects of sunlight on water.
A keen diver, beachcomber, sailor and adventurer, Flowers is passionate about the
protection of wildlife and marine life in Australia’s natural ecosystems. And encouraging
others to see the beauty in nature. Jane has been a professional artist for over 25 years
following careers in teaching, advertising and graphic design.

Jirralinga Koala & Wildlife Sanctuary
www.jirrahlinga.com.au
“Jirralinga recently took over the Dingo Conservation Australia at Chewton. The Dingo
Conservation Centre was developed to ensure the survival of Australia’s national dog.”

mark
cairns
Mark Cairns has had 15 solo exhibitions in Melbourne and Geelong region.
He begun his career as a Graphic Artist and Illustrator, is self taught and
has been practicing and exhibiting art for over two decades. Mark has
twice been selected as a finalist in ‘The Waterhouse Prize’ a national art
exhibition and won the Queenscliffe Art Prize in 2013.

Lonsdale Coast
Oil on linen.
‘Lonsdale Coast’ was created from a sense of place. The
memory and emotion has been with me for a long time.
I have always been captivated by the sand dunes on this
shoreline, patterns of native shrubs formed by southern
winds and momentum of the waves.
The beach is such an important part of the Australian
lifestyle and culture. We are influenced by the weather and
the coastal elements.
152cm x 122cm
$6900

He has also participated in numerous group exhibitions and has exhibited
work nationally. He is represented in public and private collections in
Australia, Hong Kong, Netherlands and the USA.
The Dylan Alcott Foundation
www.dylanalcottfoundation.com.au
“Being partially deaf since birth I’m so impressed by Dylan’s leadership and
example to help young Australians with disabilities overcome the barriers
and an example to help young Australians with disabilities.”

We acknowledge that Lon and The Bellarine is Wadawurrung
country. We welcome visitors to our region, a place we
acknowledge has been cared for by the Wadawurrung people
of the Kulin Nation for thousands of years.
The environment is a key reason visitor choose to visit the
Bellarine. Traditional owners sharing the beauty & joy of
these lands & waterways is a privilege, one we repay with
respect for their country, Elders & people.

